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Michael of Ephesus – Paraphrase of GA 4.3, 767a36-769b31 
Italics indicate verbatim quotation 
Footnotes indicate source of paraphrase 

 
[CAG 179.7] The same things are also causes to the offspring of sometimes taking 
after their parents, and sometimes not… 767a36 

He mentions these causes throughout these <discussions>, how some come to resemble their 

father [179.10] and others their mother. He sets out the problem most clearly. In the text, since 

nature has strayed from the kind in these cases in some way1, put a comma at in these cases.2 What 

is said, then, is ‘in these cases in which <the offspring> does not resemble the generator, nature 

has strayed from the kind; for, in some way, it has changed from one kind into another.’3 The 

first starting-point is the [179.15] generating of a female4 is like ‘the first starting-point on the 

way towards a monster is the generating of a female,’ since what does not resemble one of the 

generators (i.e., something with six-fingers, a head like an ox, or two heads) is itself, in some 

way, a monster. For, the race5 of monsters is manifold. Likewise, the fist starting-point on the 

way towards these is a female: they develop having started from the female. [179.20] But this 

change of state towards the female, whether it might be monster-like in some way, likewise 

happens to be necessary by nature. Our kind, and all the others in which the female has been 

separated from the male, must be preserved. Whenever, then, the <sperma> is not able to 

master, i.e. make a male, it makes a female from necessity in order to use it for generation of one 

or others. So, although the female is [179.25] in some sense a monster, nature nevertheless 

makes <the female> from necessity and for the sake of something. <Nature> makes what is 

truly a monster from necessity, indeed – <necessity> because of the matter, as Aristotle said in 

what went before – but not for the sake of anything. The phrase since one surely ought to take the 
                                                             
1 767b8 
2 Peck’s text switches the order of ἐκ τοῦ γένους and ἐν τούτοις. Michael likely has a different version of the text in 
front of him. His way of reading it does not differ that much from what Peck’s text actually implies. 
3 Michael implies by this reading that males and females do not differ in ‘kind’ (γένος). Indeed, Aristotle himself 
says they are members of the same γένος just two lines below at 767b10. The kind Aristotle refers to is the γένος of 
animals divided according to male and female; in other words, nearly (and possibly) all animals. Aristotle obviously 
has a looser sense of this term than Michael allows.  
4 767b8 
5 Translating γένος as ‘race’ instead of ‘kind’ to match the sense in English. 
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starting-point <to be> here6 is like ‘understand the controlling starting-point and cause 

according to which one comes to resemble or not resemble the generators <to be> here.’ For, 

when the katamenia is in itself well-concocted,7 [179.30] that is to say, ‘whatever the 

movement from the male with respect to the shape (μορφή) itself is, what has been generated 

from this <movement> also produces such <movement>.8 Having said the motion from the 

male9, he adds for to say the seed10, or the growing-movement,11 as if he said ‘it makes no 

difference if someone wants to call the productive cause from the male either a motion, a seed, 

or what makes them grow and forms them. [179.35] It is fitting that all these things be said 

about th

                                                            

is <cause>. 

[180.1] I mean each power in the following way. 767b2312 

Having said that with respect to whichever power it does not master, it will make <the offspring> 

deficient with respect to <this power>, he makes clear <what he means by> whichever by adding I 

mean with respect to each power in the following way.13 With respect to each might mean with 

respect to [180.5] whichever, since the sperma has many powers. It has a power to make Socrates, 

but also one of making human in general and not Socrates, and also animal <in general>. <He 

means>, therefore, ‘with respect to whichever of these powers it does master.’ Indeed, we ought 

to have spoken in this way from the beginning, as it might clarify <the phrase> with respect to 

 
6 GA 767b15; Michael uses the word ἀρχή, which I have been translating throughout this section as starting-point, 
though I have translated it here and elsewhere ‘principle’. We simply do not say the ‘principle on the way to X…’ in 
English, but it should be noted that the Greek term, which might also be translated ‘origin’, is being used. Michael 
emphasizes that the first step in the creation of a monster is the sperma’s failure to concoct the katamenia, since 
this is what leads to all deviations from the father’s nature. 
7 767b17; Peck’s text has the genitive absolute εὐπέπτου μὲν γὰρ οὔσης τῆς περιττώσεως ἐν τοῖς καταμηνίοις τῆς 
σπερματικῆς, καθ’αὑτὴν ποιήσει τὴν μορφὴν ἡ τοῦ ἄρρενος κίνησις. The text of Aristotle Michael had must have read 
εὔπεπτα μὲν γὰρ ὄντα καταμήνια καθ’αὐτὴν. He somehow takes καθ’αὑτὴν to refer to the katamenia. 
8 This sentence is terribly ambiguous. It might also mean ‘whatever are the kinds of motion from the male with 
respect to the shape, it makes what has been produced <sc. the child> out of this <motion>. 
9 767b18 
10 Translating γονή 
11 767b18-19 
12 The text here is very obscure. Peck translates, ‘”Faculty,” as applied to each instance, I use in the following sense.’ 
Michael, however, adds καθ’ before ἑκάστην when he repeats the phrase two lines down. Hayduck says nothing 
about this in the app. crit. and provides no hint of what he thought was going on in this passage. 
13 As noted above, Michael gives two versions of the same sentence. This is the second version. If Michael is 
‘correcting’ the sentence, he does not do so explicitly. 
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whichever power it does not master as well as the rest of the text. Having said in the following 

[180.10] way, he sets out the way saying, ‘the generator is a male, but it is also Socrates, and a 

man, and an animal; but it is also someone’s neighbour and a grammarian. But male, Socrates, 

man, and animal all belong to the generator qua generator and per se. But being a certain 

someone’s neighbour and a grammarian belong to the generator not qua [180.15] generator 

and per se, but per accidens.’14 That the latter belong to it per accidens is clear. In no way does it 

generate a grammarian, but what has been produced is a male and similar to Socrates in all 

respects. So three faculties belong to him qua generator, or four:15 that of the male, of Socrates, 

of human, and of animal. What is most of all particular16 to the generator is the male; [180.20] 

second, Socrates; third, human being and next animal. What is particular is strongest relative to 

generation, second what is closer to the particular, that is to say, what most of all approximates 

and approaches the particular. And this was Socrates, then human being, then animal. Having 

said that, he adds these things generate: the generator, the individual (e.g. Coriscus) and the 

kind17 (e.g. [180.25] human being or animal).18 He is not saying this because the universal 

generates, but because the universal is already in the parts. If it then generates something like 

itself, we say the individual has generated, but if human being in general, the universal. 

Therefore, the generator generates, as well as the individual and the kind, but more so the 

individual: for this is the substance and what is generated.19 That is to say, what is substance 

[180.30] primarily, and most of all, and most properly (and this is also what is generated), is the 
                                                             
14 Paraphrase of 767b24-31 
15 Michael’s hesitation here should be noted. This is one of my favourite unintentionally funny lines in the text. 
16 ἴδιον 
17 767b33 
18 ‘The generator’ τὸ γεννῶν is not to be found in Aristotle’s text. Either Michael’s text includes this word, or 
Michael slips it in to make it consistent with what he sees going on. Apparently, he is trying to map the two-fold 
distinction Aristotle makes between the καθ’ἕκαστον and γένος in this section, with the three (four?)-fold 
distinction he thinks Aristotle makes among the ways a generator generates, namely qua generator, individual, 
human and animal. For a discussion of this topic as it relates to Aristotle, see Devin Henry, “Aristotle on the 
Mechanism of Inheritance”, JHB 39 (2006), 425-55; “Understanding Aristotle’s Reproductive Hylomorphism” 
Aperion (2006) pp.269-299.  Also, “How Sexist is Aristotle’s Developmental Biology?” Phronesis (2007) 
19 767b33-4. Translating οὐσία as substance. Michael’s text differs again, here, from Peck’s. He does not have a 
comma after οὐσία, and so conflates ‘substance’ with ‘what is generated’. However, he also seems to read it as the 
subject of the verb γίνεται two lines down. The manuscripts differ widely here. I am blindly following Hayduck at 
this point, but it should be noted the text is very messy.  
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individual, although the universal is observed in it. For what is generated becomes, he says, also a 

certain quality,20 like white or hot, but properly speaking what is generated is a this, that is, a 

bstance.  

                                                            

su

 

<Where he says> therefore from the powers,21 [181.1] hear as well ‘of the generator’, so that what 

is said is ‘whichever powers are in the generator (they were these: the male, Socrates, human 

being, animal), these things are also in the sperma coming from him.22 Yet, <the powers> exist 

in the generator actually, while those of the ancestors indeed exist <in him>, but potentially.’ 

[181.5] Because the powers of the generator also exist actually, he says but more so the powers of 

the generator are closer, since this, he says, is certain individual.23 Having started things off in 

this way, <he says> besides that the female is the opposite of the male, while what is not 

Socrates is the opposite of Socrates and likewise what is not man is the opposite of man. 

According to whatever power it was not able to master, necessarily it departs and becomes 

[181.10] its opposite.24 For if Socrates should master qua male, but qua Socrates be mastered, it 

is clear that, since Xanthippe has been mastered qua female, but qua Xanthippe she has 

mastered, necessarily a male is generated resembling his mother. For, since he mastered qua 

male, and the mastering male produces a male, necessarily the offspring is a male. However, he 

was mastered qua Socrates, so <necessarily> it has become like [181.15] Xanthippe, since she is 

proximately opposed to Socrates. If Socrates should master both qua male and qua Socrates, 

necessarily a male is generated who also resembles Socrates. And if he should master qua 

Socrates, but be mastered qua male, then the offspring will be a female who also resembles 

 
20 767b35 
21 767b36 
22 I use the pronoun ‘him’ since the generator is invariably male. 
23 768a1. Peck’s text reads: μᾶλλον δὲ τοῦ ἐγγύτερον ἀεὶ τῶν καθ’ἕκαστόν τινος where Michael says μᾶλλον δὲ καὶ 
ἐγγύτερόν εἰσιν αἱ τοῦ γεννῶντος. Hayduck marks the indiscrepancy. Aristotle says the motions of the ancestors are 
present potentially, but more so <the motions> of that which is always closer to the individual. Aristotle means that 
more recent ancestors’ motions are closer, and so more present in the semen. Michael’s text suggests the motions of 
the generator himself are closer than those of the ancestors. While this is true, it does not help to explain 
inheritance of traits from nearer or more remote ancestors. 
24 768a4-5. 
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Socrates. But if he is mastered with respect to both – as a male and as Socrates – the offspring 

will be a female who also resembles [181.20] Xanthippe. Just as the universal mother is the 

opposite of the universal father (for, he says this is the whole father), in the same way the 

particular mother is the opposite of the particular father. So if he should master as a male, but 

be mastered as Socrates and be mastered not by Xanthippe, he will change over into the 

resemblance of this grandfather (for this is nearer to Socrates, and it always changes over more 

into what is next25), [181.25] and if not, then into his great-grandfather. This must be said also 

in the case of the grandmother. The grandmother is the grandfather’s mate.26 He says that 

powers fashion – those of the male and of Socrates, and those of the female and Xanthippe. Or 

it better to say that the powers fashion – those of Socrates and of Xanthippe, as will be clear 

from what comes next. ‘They relapse’ [181.30] has been received instead of ‘they change over’.27 

Now, the fashioning powers, like those from Xanthippe or Socrates, change over into what is 

near. If the motions from Socrates when he is generating relapse, they change according to the 

least difference into the motions of the father, and second into the motions of the grandfather. 

But in the case of the female as well, [182.1] the fashioning powers of the generator relapse and 

change over into those of the mother, then afterwards into those of the grandmother. After 

saying this, he adds mostly, then, naturally <the powers> master and are mastered at the same 

time qua male and qua father.28 He does not mean by this, as he might seem to from the text, 

that the same thing [182.5] qua male and qua father masters and is mastered at the same time 

naturally. Instead, what he means is, ‘it is most natural and by nature, whenever it masters 

something qua male, to master also at the same time qua father; but, if it is mastered qua male 

and generates a female, <it is most natural and by nature> to be mastered also qua Socrates by 

Xanthippe at the same time. For, the difference between both the male and Socrates the 

                                                             

xpress this better. Michael is referring to a word evidently no longer in use. I am not 
English equivalents. 

instead 

25 768a10-11 
26 I wonder if there is a way to e
sure of any 
27 768a16. Michael notes that Aristotle has stopped speaking of the motions changing over (μεταβαίνω) and 
says that they relapse (λύομαι). 
28 768a22 
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father29 is small, and between female and [182.10] Xanthippe as well, so that what masters as a 

male also mastered as father, and as female also as Xanthippe. And when he makes these things 

clear, Aristotle adds because the male for the most part resembles the father; the female, the 

mother.30 For the departure occurs in both directions. The departure from the male to the 

female, since they are opposites, right away changes over into Xanthippe, [182.15] and likewise 

the departure to the male <changes over> right away into Socrates, since becoming a mixture 

out of both together is not something troublesome or difficult, e.g., male and Socrates, or female 

and Xanthippe. That a departure to both occurs (e.g. to female and Xanthippe or male and 

Socrates), he showed syllogistically through <the following argument>. The female is the 

opposite of male, and mother of father31 [182.20] (which is the major term of the syllogism), the 

departure is to opposites32 (which is the minor). So, the syllogism is this: ‘(1) the departure is to 

the opposite; (2) the female is the opposite of the male, the mother of the father; (C) the 

departure will be to the male and father or to the female and mother.’ What he has shown, 

therefore, occurs like this: if the fashioning movements should relapse to those near or distant, 

they instruct from that and produce something, if the motion from the male should master, but 

that from Socrates does not master.33  

He has shown the following, as though from another beginning of <the phrase> ‘but if the 

motion from the male should master.’34 That the verb ‘they relapse’ is different from ‘they are 

mastered’, he shows a little later, saying ***35 Therefore, ‘the fashioning movements relapse’36 

[182.30] is similar to ‘they are mastered more by what is near.’ And ‘for, at the same time a 

certain departure occurs in both directions’37 might mean, ‘for with some twins, where one is male 

                                                             
29 The text is unclear. The difference may be between male and the father of Socrates, or between male and 
Socrates who is the father. However, the latter reading is preferred since it makes most sense of Aristotle (768a22-
27) and the analogy between female and Xanthippe. 
30 768a24 
31 768a26 
32 768a27 
33 Note: the structure of this sentence is unclear to me 
34 768a26-7 
35 Hayduck marks a lacuna in the text 
36 768a16 
37 768a25-26 
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and the other female, the male resembles the father and the female, the mother. As it was said, 

then, if the power from Socrates as Socrates relapses, not into that from Xanthippe,[182.35] 

but into those of his father, it will be a male resembling the grandfather. But if they end is 

confounded, the result is that it resembles none of its family, but human being in general. 

[183.1] Since the universal man necessarily follow every particular, whenever a confusion 

occurs, it resembles what follows. That every mover is moved except for the first, is clear.38 For in 

fact, the fixed <stars> are carried in an opposite direction by the wandering <stars>, or 

according to the Ptolemaic wonders, also by [183.5] what has no stars <sc. a celestial sphere?>, 

and the fixed stars in one part travel around this with retrograde motion at a particular time, as 

it has been shown by the Ptolemaic works.39 In the case of athletes, if nature in the right foot, let 

us say, is able to master and thoroughly concoct, but the nature in the left foot is not able, the 

right becomes altogether more <in bulk> than the left, as the one does not have a similar 

account with respect to the other. Satyriasis is [183.10] what they call elephantiasis. Not only is 

e right foot greater than the left in bulk, but it has also becomes greater than it was before it 

began to

 

 amount from both is the 

                                                            

th

 be nourished, for it was smaller before it was nourished. 

For some say <the offspring> becomes more similar to the parent from which more 
sperma comes… 769a9 

[183.15] Having said this, how children sometimes come to be like their parents, sometime 

unlike, since some of the natural philosophers tried to speak about the causes of this, though 

they said nothing persuasive or necessary, he sets out their opinions and argues against them. Of 

these opinions, one said that the sperma comes from the whole body, both from the female and 

the male, and if more [183.20] comes from the male, he conquers that from the female and a 

male is generated who resembles the father. If less comes from the male, and more from the 

female, a female is generated who resembles the mother. But if the

 
38 768b19 
39 This needs investigating. The interior planets are capable of retrograde motion, but I have never heard of the 
fixed stars (ἡ ἀπλανής) being so capable. 
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same, and what is passed from one is not able to master the other because they are both similar 

in amount, what is generated resembles neither, but man in general. 


